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How the Arab Monetary Fund will work
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Q. And this must have repercussions on the Iraqi
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A. There have been some changes. First of all.
two weeks ago the Iraqis decided to cut off support
to Abu Nidal (the terrorist ex-PLO official whom
many Arabs believe to be an Israeli agent -ed.).
In addition. Michel Aflaq has been put on the shelf.
although this was a process lasting several

limiting trade with Britain are beginning to bite....
No British companies have been successful in bidding
for major projects.... Were it not for bad political
relations. Britain should be well placed to win con
tracts in the Iraqi market...
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So. all in all. Iraq has undergone a major shift.
Aside from ditching Messrs. Khomeini. Abu Nidal.
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the Middle East. after months of isolation.Explicating
this process. de la Gorce made the extraordinary
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